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Abstract
Providing the first extended analysis of Audre Lorde’s critique of the 1983 U.S. invasion of Grenada, this essay argues that Lorde’s critique models a form of anti-imperial consciousness that is still morally and politically instructive. Anti-imperial consciousness entails examining oneself for complicities with empire’s ravages, on the one hand, and solidarities with empire’s subjects, on the other. Lorde aims to generate in her readers (1) a sense of horror at the ways they may be morally implicated in U.S. imperial injustice and (2) a more intense identification with empire’s non-U.S. victims. Lorde’s goal is to free her audience from what she calls the “mistaken mirage of patriotism” and propel them to anti-imperial action. Illuminating Lorde’s economic socialism and anti-imperialist internationalism—two subjects still overshadowed by her more famous work on anger, the erotic, and the master’s tools—the essay contributes to the ongoing elaboration of the Afro-modern tradition of political thought.
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On October 25, 1983, the United States launched its first major military operation since the Vietnam War—a predawn invasion of the tiny Caribbean island of Grenada. Over the course of a week, 6000 U.S. troops battled...
stiffer-than-expected resistance from Grenadian fighters and their Cuban allies. According to U.S. counts, 45 Grenadians died in combat and another 337 were wounded. After winning control of the island, the United States dismantled the People’s Revolutionary Government (PRG)—an economically successful socialist regime that had ruled Grenada since 1979—and installed a pro-U.S. administration under British governor-general Sir Paul Scoon.1

President Ronald Reagan argued that the invasion was necessary to protect 1000 American students at St. George’s University School of Medicine from the fallout of the October 19 assassination of Prime Minister Maurice Bishop.2 Reagan’s critics deemed this justification pretextual and the invasion outrageous; many speculated that the real intent was to distract the public from the disastrous October 23 suicide bombing of a Marine barracks in Beirut, Lebanon, killing 241 Americans.3

Grenadian-American essayist and poet, Audre Lorde, however, thought that the motivations were more far reaching: “The Pentagon has been spoiling for a fight it could win for a long time. . . . How better to wipe out the bitter memories of Vietnam defeats by Yellow people than with a restoration of power in the eyes of the American public—the image of American marines splashing through a little Black blood?”4 A U.S. victory over a socialist Black nation would deflect attention away from the humiliations of the Nixon, Ford, and Carter years, as well as the 1981–82 Reagan recession. The invasion, according to Lorde, was a window onto larger anxieties of American national identity; the centuries-old, weaponized racism of U.S. foreign policy; and the imperial spirit of a nation that refused to acknowledge itself as an empire.5

Providing the first extended analysis of Lorde’s critique of the U.S. invasion of Grenada, this article argues that the critique models a form of anti-imperial consciousness that remains morally and politically instructive. Before explaining the argument, let me first provide background on Lorde’s relationship to Grenada and an overview of her two main writings on the invasion.

Lorde’s parents, Linda and Byron, emigrated from Grenada to the U.S. in 1924, ten years before Audre’s birth in Harlem in 1934. Lorde visited the island for the first time in 1978, a trip she characterized as a return to “the country of my forebearing mothers.” During the trip, Lorde absorbed the “lush & beautifully verdant” landscape, met for the first time her mother’s older sister, “Sister Lou,” and visited important sites in her family history.6 Lorde’s 1978 visit made her televisual experience of the 1983 invasion from the safety of U.S. shores all the more searing.

The two works Lorde wrote in the six-month aftermath brim with outrage. The first was the essay, “Grenada Revisited: An Interim Report,” composed
shortly after Lorde made her second visit to the island in December 1983—the month U.S. troops withdrew—and first published in April 1984 in the Washington, D.C.–based women’s news journal *Off Our Backs.* It appeared again later that year as the concluding essay to *Sister Outsider.* Including “Grenada Revisited” in *Sister Outsider* was not part of Lorde’s original plan for the book; she had finished the manuscript before the Grenada invasion occurred. Writing the essay as “the rest of *Sister Outsider* was . . . being typeset,” Lorde felt strongly enough about the importance of “Grenada Revisited” that she snuck it into the book just before publication.8

The second was the poem “Equal Opportunity.”9 Finished in April 1984,10 the poem was published three times over the next five years—first in the May/June 1984 issue of *The Black Scholar* in a special section entitled “Grenada: The Poets Respond,” second in Lorde’s 1986 poetry collection *Our Dead Behind Us,* and third in the autumn 1988 issue of *Feminist Studies* in a special section entitled “Against Apartheid.”11 The central character of the poem is a Black, female Department of Defense official—the “American deputy assistant secretary of defense for Equal Opportunity and safety.” The poem highlights how this “home girl” found a career ladder and a sense of professional pride in the military. But the poem asks: what was the price of this upward mobility? Detailing the character’s participation in the conquest of Grenada, the poem conveys that the price of this professional success—who this respectable Black form of “equal opportunity”—is intrafamilial killing, even self-mutilation and suicide. The militarized boundaries of U.S. national identity sever not only the character’s human identification with the subjects of the invasion, but also the political solidarity that Lorde thought women of color should extend each other across national lines. “Equal Opportunity” is a statement of transnational feminist solidarity, as well as a diagnosis of how the domestic U.S. Black and Latino politics of pursuing “equal opportunity” violates that solidarity by enlisting Black and Latino Americans in the U.S. imperial project. This transnationalism is feminist in the sense specified by Barbara Smith, Beverly Smith, and Demita Frazier in the Combahee River Collective’s “Black Feminist Statement” (1977): “If black women were free, it would mean everyone else is free since our freedom would necessitate the destruction of all the systems of oppression.”12 Lorde’s transnational feminism gives priority to the emancipation of women of color everywhere as an entrée to truly universal emancipation.

The two works together constitute a literary performance of anti-imperial consciousness that aims to move U.S. readers—especially U.S. women (and men) of color—to examine themselves for *complicities* with empire’s ravages, on the one hand, and *solidarities* with empire’s non-U.S. victims, on the other. Lorde aims to generate in her readers (1) a sense of horror at the ways
they may be morally implicated in imperial injustice and (2) a more intense identification with empire’s non-U.S. subjects. The goal is to free her audience from what Lorde calls the “mistaken mirage of patriotism” and propel them to anti-imperial action. Lorde’s critique, in other words, stokes anti-imperial political motivation.

Lorde wrote in the heyday of feminist consciousness-raising, and in “The Uses of Anger: Women Responding to Racism” (1981) subjected White feminist consciousness-raising groups to critique. Such groups, Lorde argued, did not do enough “to articulate the genuine differences between women, such as those of race, color, age, class, and sexual identity. There was no apparent need . . . to examine the contradictions of self, woman as oppressor.” Lorde encouraged White feminists to try more deliberately to confront their own complicity in racial oppression, not as an exercise in guilt or shame, but as a passage to more authentic forms of political responsibility and more honest and durable forms of interracial solidarity. Lorde, in this way, elevated the standards of U.S. feminist consciousness-raising.

Though Lorde never linked her critique of the U.S. invasion of Grenada to the specific subject of consciousness-raising, I argue that we should understand that critique as an exercise in elevating standards of political consciousness. Lorde asks U.S. citizens of color to examine “contradictions of self”—witting or unwitting complicity with empire. Though addressed primarily to U.S. citizens of color, the rhetorical force of Lorde’s performance of anti-imperial consciousness is in no way limited to that audience. She hopes anyone struggling with questions of imperial complicity or imperial subjugation can benefit from her critique. “My audience is every single person who can use the work I do,” Lorde remarked in a 1986 interview with Marion Kraft, “Anybody who can use what I do is who I’m writing for.” It is therefore true to Lorde’s spirit to uphold her critique as a compelling general model of anti-imperial consciousness.

In addition to contributing to the history of anti-imperial political thought, the essay also contributes to the ongoing elaboration of the history of Afro-modern political thought. In his landmark argument concerning the existence and coherence of the Afro-modern tradition, Robert Gooding-Williams challenged scholars to sharpen their focus on the historical and theoretical particularity and complexity of Black political thinkers, to treat their writings “as complicated, nuanced, and argued statements of political thought demanding just the sort of attentive reading and probing analysis that we have been accustomed to give works like Aristotle’s Politics, Locke’s Second Treatise, and Tocqueville’s Democracy in America.” This task is especially pressing in the case of Lorde. Though there has been increasing work on Lorde’s political thought, the volume of such scholarship still pales in comparison to that
existing on such figures as Frederick Douglass, W.E.B. Du Bois, James Baldwin, Frantz Fanon, and Martin Luther King, Jr. Furthermore, much of the scholarship that does exist shows a recurring tendency to treat Lorde as but one member of an ensemble cast of feminist luminaries—Adrienne Rich, June Jordan, Gloria Anzaldúa, bell hooks—depriving her (and them) of the individualized treatment original minds deserve.\(^{18}\) This article bucks that trend by diving deeply into two of Lorde’s works—one essay and one poem—and illustrating the rewards to be won from a more granular approach.\(^{19}\) One of these rewards is a more thorough illumination of Lorde’s economic socialism and anti-imperialist internationalism—two subjects still overshadowed by Lorde’s more famous work on anger, the erotic, and the master’s tools.\(^{20}\)

Let us turn first to a close analysis of “Grenada Revisited,” where Lorde mourns the invasion as an imperial disruption of Black socialist national development. This analysis will reveal Lorde’s commitment to economic socialism, her conceptions of self-determination and revolution, her understanding of the transnational power of White capitalist supremacy, and her resistance to the devaluation of Black life.

### Socialist Worldmaking and Its Destruction

Lorde’s “Grenada Revisited” is a defense of the People’s Revolutionary Government (PRG) under Prime Minister Maurice Bishop, an exposé of the U.S. invasion, an analysis of imperial racism, and an exhortation to a transnational response. On the first count, Lorde is determined to show that—contra U.S. propaganda—the PRG dramatically improved the Grenadian people’s quality of life in the four years since Bishop’s New Jewel Movement overthrew the “wasteful, corrupt, and United States sanctioned” regime of Sir Eric Gairy.\(^{21}\) She details specific achievements of the PRG:

> In 1978 there was only one paved road in Grenada. During the People’s Revolutionary Government, all roads were widened and reworked, and a functioning bus service was established that did more than ferry tourists back and forth to the cruise ships. . . . The PRG brought free medical care to Grenada, and no more school fees. Most estate workers and peasants in small villages saw a dentist for the first time in their lives.\(^{22}\)

Lorde emphasizes neither formal rights nor juridical standing; rather, she emphasizes material conditions that concretely improve life and enable both personal and collective self-determination.

Lorde’s defense of the PRG illustrates her critical sympathy for Marxism. In “Notes from a Trip to Russia,” she stressed how addressing “the bread problem” is preliminary to addressing all other social problems:
I have no reason to believe Russia is a free society. I have no reason to believe Russia is a classless society. Russia does not even appear to be a strictly egalitarian society. But bread does cost a few kopecs a loaf and everybody I saw seemed to have enough. . . . That fact, in a world where most people—certainly most Black people—are on a breadconcern level, seems to me to be quite a lot. If you conquer the bread problem, that gives you at least a chance to look around at the others.\textsuperscript{23}

Lorde’s poetic conjoining of the words “bread” and “concern” expresses her view that freedom is all but impossible in conditions of economic misery; when finding enough to eat consumes all your energy, you don’t have time to live deliberately. When bread, in other words, is an all-consuming concern—such that bread and the state of being concerned become one—reflection on the higher ends of life for oneself, one’s family, and one’s society becomes impracticable.

The PRG’s prioritization of “breadconcern,” in Lorde’s eyes, signaled their effectiveness as a vehicle for Grenadian self-determination. Such self-determination made the Grenada Revolution truly revolutionary. Adom Getachew has recently identified a discourse of self-determination spanning the anticolonial thought of Nnamdi Azikiwe, W.E.B. Du Bois, Michael Manley, Kwame Nkrumah, Julius Nyerere, George Padmore, and Eric Williams that figures it as a form of worldmaking. These thinkers, Getachew argues, “reinvented self-determination, reaching beyond its association with the nation to insist that the achievement of this ideal required juridical, political, and economic institutions in the international realm that would secure non-domination.” The end goal was “a domination-free and egalitarian international order.”\textsuperscript{24} Lorde’s portrait of Grenadian self-determination does not—strictly speaking—match Getachew’s conceptualization of anticolonial worldmaking, for Lorde focuses most of her attention on Grenadian national development. Yet Lorde’s portrait of Grenadian self-determination is still in a deep sense one of worldmaking, for it centers on the “world-making activity”—the free and equal cooperation that enlarges the setting for freedom’s exercise—that Getachew’s subjects thought internationalist institutionalism would enable.\textsuperscript{25}

Consider Lorde’s provocative summary of the Grenada Revolution, which functions also as her general conceptualization of revolution as an event:

Revolution. A nation decides for itself what it needs. How best to get it. Food. Dentists. Doctors. Roads. When I first visited Grenada in 1978, one-third of the farmable land in the country lay idle, owned by absentee landlords who did not work it. The PRG required that plans be filed either for farming that land, turning it over to those who would, or deeding it to the state. Small banana collectives started. Fishing cooperatives. Beginning agro-industry.\textsuperscript{26}
As a result of these measures, she notes, Grenadian unemployment dropped from 40 to 14 percent.\(^27\) What is striking about the passage is not simply Lorde’s recitation of the concrete improvements in quality of life that the PRG produced, but the images she chooses to represent that improvement. “Food,” “dentists,” and “doctors” all evoke the immediate needs of human health—human health that under racial capitalism can be secured only through a combination of (a) privileged birth and (b) power within a marketplace that commodifies what’s needed for good health.\(^28\) Yet under socialism, Lorde suggests, such needs are the first-order priorities of the people’s collective power. Collective power exists to address human needs directly, not to ground a market system that promises eventually to address human needs, but that only does so to the extent that subjects conform to that system’s norms (and sometimes not even then). Lorde’s image of “roads” evokes geographic mobility, ease of travel, and potential for a wider network of cooperation. “Farmable land” suggests earthly abundance; “banana collectives” and “fishing cooperatives” convey egalitarian cooperation. The images accumulate to form a political-economic portrait of natality sharply at odds with Hannah Arendt’s anti-economic conceptualization, converging in a phrase that encapsulates Lorde’s association of economic self-determination with natality’s promise: “Beginning agro-industry.” Lorde continues:

So what did Revolution in Grenada mean? It meant the inauguration of an agro-industry which for the first time in the island’s history processed the island’s own fruit, its own coffee, under its own brand, Spice Isle Foods. . . . It meant almost doubling the number of doctors from twenty-three to forty, a health center set up in every parish for the first time. . . . It meant twelve-year-old Lyndon Adams of L’Esterre, Cariacou, teaching a seventy-three-year-old woman how to read and write as part of the each-one-teach-one program against functional illiteracy . . .\(^29\)

Lorde strikes the chord of beginning again in the word choice “inauguration.” She emphasizes collective self-possession in the formulation “the island’s own fruit, its own coffee, under its own brand,” reiterating the theme of economic self-determination, of collective economic autonomy. Shrewd is Lorde’s selection of “Spice Isle Foods” as an emblem of this self-determination; it sounds like a brand name out of a tropical utopia. Her use of the scene of twelve-year-old Lyndon Adams teaching a seventy-three-year-old woman how to read and write is also powerful. It is an image of new beginnings—for Adams, of a life of social connectedness and political service; for his elder, of new intellectual powers unlocked by literacy. The prevalence and intensity of these images of natality warrant the conclusion that “Grenada Revisited” takes part in the anticolonial discourse of self-determination as worldmaking
identified by Getachew. They also warrant the conclusion that that discourse sometimes has nationalist variants, contrasting with the internationalist variants emphasized by Getachew.30

Against her background depiction of Grenada under the PRG, Lorde’s condemnation of the U.S. invasion registers all the more sharply. She portrays it as an intentional, violent disruption of socialist national development:

On October 25, 1983 american Corsair missiles and naval shells and mortars pounded into the hills behind Grenville, St. Georges, Gouyave. American marines tore through homes and hotels searching for “Cubans.” Now the Ministries are silent. The state farms are at a standstill. The cooperatives are suspended. . . . On the day after the invasion, unemployment was back up to 35 percent.31

Such disruption was necessary, in U.S. eyes., for at least two reasons. First, it was simply impermissible for an independent Black nation to flourish under socialism: “What a bad example, a dangerous precedent, an independent Grenada would be for the peoples of Color in the Caribbean, in Central America, for those of us here in the United States.”32 If Grenadian economic success continued unabated, Caribbean and Central American countries—not to mention Black people in the United States—might start pushing for socialist alternatives to laissez-faire capitalism, thereby destabilizing U.S. hegemony.

Important to notice here is how directly Lorde amplifies points made by Maurice Bishop. In June 1983—four months before the invasion—Bishop visited the United States to promote a more positive image of the Grenada Revolution.33 Though the State Department initially opposed granting him a visa, the Congressional Black Caucus intervened and secured one for him.34 At a June 5 speech at Hunter College, City University of New York—a speech that Lorde, a tenured professor of English, attended—Bishop argued that the U.S. government was particularly worried that the Grenada Revolution was Anglophone.35 He had come into possession of a secret U.S. intelligence report about the Grenada Revolution:

That secret report made this point: that the Grenada revolution is in one sense even worse . . . than the Cuban and Nicaraguan revolutions because the people of Grenada and the leadership of Grenada speak English, and therefore can communicate directly with the people of the United States. . . . [A]nd if we have 95 percent of predominantly African origin in our country, then we can have a dangerous appeal to 30 million Black people in the United States.36

Lorde echoed these points not only in “Grenada Revisited,” but also in a contemporaneous interview.37 The bottom line, in the eyes of both Bishop
and Lorde, was that the United States had to destroy “the first Black english-speaking People’s Revolution in this hemisphere” to secure White capitalist supremacy.38

A second reason why the United States had to destroy the Grenada Revolution was that a successful, socialist Grenada would rob the United States and its allies of a “cheap, acquiescent labor pool.”39 One month after the invasion

the U.S. Agency for International Development visits Grenada. They report upon the role of the private sector in Grenada’s future, recommending the revision of tax codes to favor private enterprise (usually foreign), the development of a labor code that will ensure a compliant labor movement, and the selling off of public sector enterprises to private interests. How soon will it be Grenadian women who are going blind from assembling microcomputer chips at $.80 an hour for international industrial corporations?40

Whereas the PRG interrupted Western exploitation of Black bodies and denial of Black freedom, the U.S. invasion restored the status quo ante wherein Grenadian women could be paid one-third the U.S. minimum wage—without the benefit of Occupational Health and Safety Administration (OSHA) safeguards—for the enrichment of the microcomputer industry. The U.S. invasion, on this interpretation, is but one move within the West’s larger global effort to proletarianize as many Brown and Black bodies as possible.

The conduct of the invasion was as reckless as the motives were sordid. The bombing struck civilian targets: “homes . . . a hospital . . . a radio station.”41 As U.S. Marines stormed house to house in search of Cuban infiltrators, they repeatedly shot Grenadian civilians: “Hundreds of Grenadian bodies are buried in unmarked graves, relatives missing and unaccounted for. . . . No recognition and therefore no aid for the sisters, mothers, wives, children of the dead, families disrupted and lives vandalized by the conscious brutality of a planned, undeclared war.” Official accounts of the war fail to capture the true extent of the destruction: “Weeks after the invasion, Grenadians were still smelling out and burying bodies all over the island. The true casualty figures will never be known. No civilian body count is available.”42

But though Lorde strains to convey the singularity and irreplaceability of the victims by telling the stories of a few by name, she also connects those stories to the larger transnational pattern of American devaluation of Black life:

The racism that coats the U.S. government lies about Grenada is the same racism that blinded american eyes to the Black faces of 131 Haitians washed
up on shore in Miami, drowned fleeing the [U.S. supported] Duvalier regime. It is the same racism that keeps American eyes turned aside from the corrosive apartheid eating like acid into the face of White South Africa and the Reagan government which shares her bed under the guise of "constructive engagement."43

This devaluation of Black life is transnational not only in extent but also in operation—so much so that the U.S. government intended its invasion of an independent Black country abroad to be an object lesson for Black U.S. citizens at home:

In addition to being a demonstration to the Caribbean community of what will happen to any country that dares to assume responsibility for its own destiny, the invasion of Grenada also serves as a naked warning to thirty million African-Americans. Watch your step. We did it to them down there and we will not hesitate to do it to you. Interment camps. Interrogation booths. Isolation cells hastily built by U.S. occupation forces. . . . No strange gods before us.44

Though she never uses the word "empire," Lorde clearly conceptualizes U.S. foreign policy as imperial. She understands the U.S. invasion of Grenada within the larger context of the "160-year-old course of action called the Monroe Doctrine. In its name America has invaded small Caribbean and Central American countries over and over again since 1823."46 Given the centrality of White supremacy to U.S. nationhood, American foreign policy automatically entails White supremacy’s militarization—in the selection of targets, in the greater readiness to accept the imposition of violence on non-White peoples: "The ready acceptance by the majority of Americans of the Grenadian invasion and of the shady U.S. involvement in the events leading up to the assassination of Prime Minister Maurice Bishop both happen in an America whose moral and ethical fiber is weakened by racism as thoroughly as wood is weakened by dry rot."47 When racism weakens the “moral and ethical fiber” of a people, that people is more likely to elect officials eager to use force imperially. That people is also more likely to let racial and national chauvinism filter their interpretation of any given imperial event and bias their reception of testimony about that event. The more White supremacist the people are, the less resistance they will offer to a White empire’s conquest of a Black nation. The more White supremacist the people are, the less credence they will give Black testimony about imperial events and the more credence they will give official (White) sources.

Lorde is clear that even Black U.S. citizens can succumb to imperial forms of national identification, and in so doing, reinforce transnational racial subordination. If a Black U.S. citizen fails to feel a sense of linked fate with
Black subjects abroad, the “mistaken mirage of patriotism” leads him to support White imperial aggression against non-U.S. Blacks and, without realizing it, prop up a racial empire that enforces White supremacy both abroad and at home. Lorde insists that White imperial aggression always boomerangs back against Black U.S. subjects. Though she suggests this point in “Grenada Revisited,” she makes it even more forcefully in “Equal Opportunity.”

**Contextualizing “Equal Opportunity”: Ronald Reagan, Donna M. Alvarado, and Equal Opportunity Discourse in the 1980s**

Before analyzing “Equal Opportunity” in detail, let us first examine its precise historical origin. Centered on the poetic character “The american deputy assistant secretary of defense for Equal Opportunity and safety,” the poem was inspired by a chance encounter Lorde had with Reagan’s real-life deputy assistant secretary of defense for equal opportunity and safety policy, Donna M. Alvarado, in the spring of 1984 (see Figure 1). Nowhere in her published or unpublished work does Lorde mention Alvarado by name. But in a set of prefatory remarks she made at a public reading of “Equal Opportunity” in May 1985, Lorde explained that she wrote the poem “about a year ago” after she “had attended a meeting in Washington of women of color”: “I found it very interesting because, as I said before, when we do not recognize the ways in which we are connected, we take part in each other’s oppression.”

Alvarado was Reagan’s deputy assistant secretary of defense for equal opportunity and safety policy at the time of that meeting, and given that the central character of “Equal Opportunity” shares Alvarado’s official title, it stands to reason that Alvarado was one of the women Lorde met and that she made an impression on Lorde.

Part of Alvarado’s job was to liaise with women professionals and promote the Department of Defense as a site of “equal opportunity.” In August 1984, she told a military and civilian audience in Darmstadt, Germany: “We should be very proud to be a part of the Department of Defense not only because of the national security mission, which we all share, but because this department has led the nation, and perhaps the world, in the opportunities we have been able to make available to qualified women and minorities.”

Alvarado frames the very same Department of Defense that executed the Grenada invasion as a ladder of upward mobility for “qualified women and minorities,” the very same “qualified women and minorities” Lorde thinks fail to recognize their fellows across national lines.
Lorde takes poetic liberties with Alvarado’s identity. Whereas Alvarado was a civilian, the “american deputy assistant secretary of defense for Equal Opportunity and safety” is a uniformed officer. Whereas Alvarado identified as Mexican American, Lorde’s character is Black. There are nevertheless striking parallels between Alvarado’s professional and political positioning and the character Lorde constructs.

Before analyzing the poem, we must also put the language of “equal opportunity” into context. “Equal opportunity” was a staple of civil rights discourse in the early 1980s. The phrase shows up repeatedly in the National Urban League’s “State of Black America” reports for 1981, 1982, and 1983—always as an aspirational term denoting society’s obligation to ensure every individual an equal chance at economic success. The Right, however, increasingly used the language of “equal opportunity” during this period. Whereas for U.S. liberals, equal opportunity signified the equalization of access to educational and employment opportunities through compensatory social welfare and affirmative action, for U.S. conservatives equal opportunity meant the right to compete in the free market with minimal government interference. The competitive capitalist connotations of Reaganite equal opportunity comes through in the headline to the Stars and Stripes article.

Figure 1. Donna M. Alvarado, c. 1983, U.S. National Archives.
covering Alvarado’s August 1984 speech at Darmstadt: “Women don’t need charity in workplace.”

Reagan’s presidential speeches vividly illustrate right-wing cooptation of equal opportunity rhetoric to serve “colorblind” laissez-faire capitalism. Reagan used that rhetoric to advocate lower taxes and the devolution of federal authority in an address to a joint-session of the Alabama state legislature in Montgomery in March 1982:

Would you not agree that we have strayed much too far from that noble beginning and that the whole idea of our Revolution—personal freedom, equality of opportunity, and keeping government close to the people—is threatened by a Federal spending machine that takes too much money from the people, too much authority from the States, and yes, too much liberty with our Constitution?

Reagan’s decision to deliver this address in Montgomery, Alabama—the “Cradle of the Confederacy”—foretold the ways he later used his revamped ideal of equal opportunity to attack affirmative action and oppose the 1987 Civil Rights Restoration Act, a bill designed to shore up civil rights enforcement:

My Administration remains committed to enforcing our civil rights laws. We must not be diverted from our pursuit of justice because of government policies that treat individuals differently based on their race or ethnic background, even when those policies are well-intentioned. My Administration will oppose legislation that provides government preferences based on race or other special categories, and not to all Americans. The American ideal is to allow equal opportunity for all, not to enforce equality of results or outcomes.

Especially interesting is Reagan’s use of equal opportunity rhetoric to oppose divestment from apartheid South Africa. The U.S. divestment movement reached its crescendo in 1986 when Congress passed the Comprehensive Anti-Apartheid Act over Reagan’s veto. In the lead-up to the veto, Reagan argued:

Western nations have poured billions in foreign aid and investment loans into southern Africa. Does it make sense to aid these countries with one hand and with the other to smash the industrial engine upon which their future depends? Wherever blacks seek equal opportunity, higher wages, better working conditions, their strongest allies are the American, British, French, German, and Dutch businessmen who bring to South Africa ideas of social justice formed in their own countries.
Reagan’s argument for “constructive engagement” was striking in its historical innocence—portraying the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Germany, and the Netherlands as beacons of “social justice” without any reference to their prior imperialism. Reagan used the ideal of “equal opportunity” to argue for free-flowing trade and investment with the apartheid regime. Such trade and investment, he argued, would enhance equal opportunity for Black South Africans: “Our own history teaches us that capitalism is the natural enemy of such feudal institutions as apartheid.”61 Reagan here reiterated a libertarian trope characterizing slavery and racial apartheid as feudal institutions, subject to inevitable destruction by capitalist dynamism.62 This both exonerated capitalism of its own role in modern racialization and justified inaction in the face of apartheid.

It was in this fluid discursive context that Lorde’s “Equal Opportunity” appeared. In May/June 1984—when the poem was first published—the title undoubtedly still evoked for some audiences the Urban League’s racially liberal uses of the term, but the shifting political landscape toward Reagan’s American vision gave the term an increasingly racially conservative bent. Either way, “equal opportunity” signified hope, though in two different ideological registers. Yet Lorde’s poem asks, is equal opportunity—within the terms of America’s capitalist consensus—a worthy object of hope? When examined from outside that consensus, what does the ideal mean?

**Analyzing “Equal Opportunity”**

“Equal Opportunity” opens with the lines:

> The american deputy assistant secretary of defense  
> for Equal Opportunity  
> and safety  
> is a home girl  
> Blindness slashes our tapestry to shreds.63

These lines, first, identify the poem’s central character, and second, establish a division between the narrator and that character. The character is a member of the American military hierarchy, a functionary within that hierarchy. She is also a “home girl”—a Brown or Black woman like the narrator.64 The modifying “deputy assistant” preceding “secretary of defense” registers the character’s peripheral, subordinate status. Yet in Reagan’s America, where de facto White supremacy and male domination are accepted even as de jure White supremacy and male domination are condemned (and, crucially, remembered as things of the past), the character’s peripheral, subordinate
presence inoculates the military hierarchy against charges of racism and sexism. It permits Caspar Weinberger (secretary of defense, 1981–1987) and John W. Vessey (chairman of the joint chiefs of staff, 1982-1985) to say, “Look at this fine woman of color that we have in this important office.” Her presence justifies the military hierarchy within the terms of the post–Civil Rights gender and racial order. Lorde emphasizes this justifying function later in the poem when the character says, “as you can see the Department has / a very good record / of equal opportunity for our women.”65 The character physically represents “the very good record” the Department seeks to project and she expressly validates it through her testimony.

Yet immediately after identifying the “american deputy assistant secretary of defense” as a “home girl,” Lorde inserts a cutting image of division: “Blindness slashes our tapestry to shreds.” What is “our tapestry” and how does “blindness” slash it? As we will see, the “tapestry” is the transnational political unity of Brown and Black women. This unity is not institutional, but rather situational—a unity born of shared subjugation to Western racism and sexism, of the systematic devaluation of Black and female bodies. But rather than resist this subjugation and devaluation, the “american deputy secretary of defense” becomes a party to it. The next stanza reveals how:

The moss-green military tailoring sets off her color beautifully
she says “when I stand up to speak in uniform
you can believe everyone takes notice!”
Superimposed skull-like across her trim square shoulders
dioxin-smear
the stench of napalm upon growing cabbage
the chug and thud of Corsairs in the foreground
advance like a blush across her cheeks
up the unpaved road outside Grenville, Grenada66

The stanza juxtaposes two visual images: on the one hand, the officer in uniform whose “moss-green military tailoring sets off her color beautifully” and whose general appearance conveys strength and authority, and on the other hand, the destructive instruments of late-twentieth-century American warfare—dioxins, napalm, and Corsair attack aircraft—bombarding the tiny Caribbean island of Grenada.67 The juxtaposition indicates how the price of the character’s professional authority and upward mobility is participation in lethal forms of American militarism.

The narrator’s identification of the character as a “home girl” in the first stanza, furthermore, casts an air of betrayal over the second stanza: betrayal
of home girls whom she fails to identify as home girls—the women of Grenada—not to mention betrayal of herself. In her introduction to *Home Girls: A Black Feminist Anthology* (1983), Barbara Smith reflects how the term “home girl” evokes the ways Black feminism is “organic to black experience”.

In the fall of 1981, before most of this book was compiled, I was searching for a title. . . . One day while doing something else entirely, and playing with words in my head, “home girls” came to me. The girls from the neighborhood and from the block, the girls we grew up with. I knew I was onto something, particularly when I considered that so many Black people who are threatened by feminism have argued that by being a Black feminist (particularly if you are also a Lesbian) you have left the race, are no longer part of the black community, in short no longer have a home. I suspect that most of the contributors to *Home Girls* learned their varied politics and their shared commitment to Black women from the same source I did.

Later in the introduction, Smith clarifies that her vision of Black feminism—and of the identity of “home girls”—is transnational. She sees “Black and other Third World Women” as subjected to common oppressions and highlights Black and Third World women political collaborations. “Home girls” lock arms across national borders. Insofar as Lorde uses “home girl” in a sense similar to Smith—and Lorde herself appeared in Smith’s anthology and was cited by Smith in the introduction—the force of Lorde’s line “Blindness slashes our tapestry to shreds” comes more clearly into view. The “american deputy assistant secretary of defense” is blind to the identity of her home girls, perhaps even to her own identity as a home girl.

The next two stanzas catalog images of the invasion’s destruction: “An M-16 bayonet,” “armed men in moss-green jumpsuits” turning out a family’s “shack,” “mashed-up nutmeg trees,” “trampled cocoa pods,” “graceless broken stalks of almost ripe banana,” a “baby’s father buried without his legs,” “burned bones in piles along the road,” “singed tree-ferns” that “curl and jerk in the mortar rhythms,” “the sweetish smell of unseen rotting flesh.” The images move from the destruction of home and crops to the mutilation of bodies and landscape. They evoke the U.S. Marines’ reckless disregard for Grenadian homes, livelihoods, and lives. Part of the third stanza, in fact, stresses the destruction of home and livelihood more than the destruction of life. A Grenadian character, “Granny Lou,” reflects:

*If it was only kill  
they’d wanted to kill we  
many more would have died*
look at Lebanon
so as wars go this was an easy one
But for we here
who never woke up before
to see plane shitting fire into chimney
it was a damn awful lot!'

The word “shitting” is a double entendre: on the one hand, a transliteration of Grenadian English creole for “shooting,” and on the other hand, a reference to imperial defecation. “Granny Lou” is philosophical about the limited extent of the invasion’s destruction of life; it pales in comparison, she points out, to the 1982 Lebanon War. (If Lorde’s own estimates are correct, the destruction of life in the Grenada invasion was in the hundreds; 18,000 Lebanese, in contrast, died in the Lebanon War). Yet she registers amazement at the spectacle of a superpower attacking her “chimney”—a metonym for hearth and home.

The fourth stanza, however, turns away from Granny Lou’s philosophical stoicism and emphasizes how destruction of home, livelihood, and life are all of a piece. It centers on the point of view of the young mother “Imelda.” The first half reads:

For a while there was almost enough
water enough rice enough quinine
the child tugs at her waistband
but she does not move quickly
she has heard how nervous these green men are
with their grenades and sweaty helmets
who offer cigarettes and chocolate but no bread
free batteries and herpes but no doctors
no free buses to the St. Georges market
no reading lessons in the brilliant afternoons'

Set in the invasion’s immediate aftermath, the portion emphasizes the mother’s fear for her own and her child’s lives amid the ostensibly friendly Marines, who in a manner reminiscent of the U.S. occupation of Japan after World War II distribute candy and cigarettes as a gesture of good will, but without any sustaining social services previously provided by the PRG. The stanza then moves to the destruction of life itself:

bodies strewn along Telescope Beach
these soldiers say are foreigners
but she has seen the charred bits of familiar cloth
and knows what to say to any invader
with an M-16 rifle held ready
while searching her cooking shed
overturning the empty pots with his apologetic grin
Imelda steps forward
the child pressing against her knees
“no guns, man, no guns here. we glad you come. you carry
water?”

Imelda knows that the Marines have killed her countrymen, notwithstanding
their insistence that the bodies are of Cubans and Soviets. Yet the threat of the
M-16 extorts her compliance. She says what the Marines want to hear: “no
guns here. we glad you come.” She recognizes that the Marines are “invad-
ers,” that they are political enemies. But she pretends political friendship to
ensure her own and her child’s survival. Imelda’s dissimulation is a sign of
subjection and the price of survival. She is now an American imperial sub-
ject, and that conditions all of her behavior.

Lorde concludes “Equal Opportunity” with the “american deputy assis-
tant secretary of defense for equal opportunity and safety” praising her
department’s “very good record / of equal opportunity for our women.”
The “our” here denotes U.S. Black women, or maybe just those who are
“respectable.” The national circumscription of the “our” is a fatal form of
blindness, Lorde suggests. This “our” is too closely identified with the
American national project, which is itself a source of Black women’s oppres-
sion both inside and outside U.S. borders. This “our” divides her from her
home girls Imelda and Granny Lou, who are more a part of her than Reagan,
Weinberger, or Vessey ever will be. While the military’s career ladder offers
the appearance of “safety,” the price of that safety is self-destruction as a
free Black woman. While Lorde would insist that there are an immense vari-
ety of ways to be a free Black woman, the suggestion here is that free Black
womanhood automatically entails rejection of imperial identification and
embrace of Black people’s struggles for freedom and dignity everywhere,
irrespective of national borders. When Black women buy into the allure of
imperial identification, they “swim toward safety / through a lake of [their]
own blood.”

**Equal Opportunity and Empire**

When Brown and Black women (and men) take advantage of equal oppor-
tunity within the American professional establishment—especially the
military-industrial establishment—they participate in the oppression and killing of Brown and Black women (and men) both abroad and at home. This is the startling political implication of “Equal Opportunity.” Its central character has found a place for herself within the military-industrial hierarchy and achieved respectability. The price, however, is political self-instrumentalization on behalf of global White supremacy. The price also is blindness to her sisterhood with the Black women of Grenada, her familial ties with the Black men and children of Grenada. Professional identity was supposed to enlarge the character’s sense of worth, but instead it has cut her off from those with whom she could fight for freedom in transnational struggle. Whatever sense of worth she has achieved is illusory, for it is on terms that she will never be permitted to help set—the terms of White imperial patriarchy.

Lorde indicates the corrupt nature of the bargain as soon as she reveals the character’s professional title: “american deputy assistant secretary of defense for Equal Opportunity and safety.” The title itself diminishes the character in at least three ways. First, in embracing the national identity of “american” she gives up whatever other forms of geographic identity gave her life shape. Her position, presumably, does not permit her to identify herself as Dominican American, or Haitian American, or Grenadian American. The assimilationist terms of the American establishment require her not to name her Caribbean or African diasporic identity. Military discipline will not permit her to be transnational.

Second, two of her objects of concern—defense and safety—are antithetical to freedom. Here Lorde agrees with James Baldwin, who argued that freedom requires the surrender of safety, as well as the relinquishment of our (defensive) tendencies to “guard and keep” instead of give.77 Lorde does not argue this point as directly as Baldwin, yet the central character of “Equal Opportunity” is a figure for social imprisonment and spiritual immobility, even though ironically she is also a figure for the upward social mobility pointed toward by equal opportunity. Here we get even closer to the poem’s meaning: upward social mobility all too often entails social imprisonment and spiritual immobility. The character’s choice to climb the military career ladder imprisons her within the strict rules and externally chosen aims of the U.S. military. The price of upward mobility is following orders. And a lifetime of following orders habituates the self to repress the spiritual movement characteristic of freedom.

Third, her job is to uphold and represent “Equal Opportunity.” The phrase is capitalized at its first mention—as if it is the name of a god. The character is “assistant deputy secretary of defense” for this god, as well as for safety. Her job is to ensure that this god’s dictates are met within the Department of
Defense, though—ironically—her position as “assistant deputy secretary”
gives her little independent power to do so. Her job is also to embody this god
within the profane realm and assure everyone of its existence. In this sense,
the character is an oracle, a medium for divine agency. But is “Equal
Opportunity” the real agent, or is it the military-industrial establishment that
names the god and specifies what counts as evidence of its existence? That
establishment points to the character—the “home girl”—as evidence of the
god’s existence. She then validates their testimony.

But given her subordinate role and subordinated social position, we can-
not be confident that she acts freely. She is, after all, under military com-
mand. So when she says, “as you can see the Department has / a very good
record / of equal opportunity for our women,” we cannot credit her testi-
mony as that of a free witness. At the same time, the poem suggests that the
character is complicit in her own unfreedom. When it concludes with the
image of the assistant deputy secretary swimming toward safety “through a
lake of her own blood,” Lorde uses the active verb “swims”—implying
active participation. The character’s pursuit of “equal opportunity” is an
abandonment of real freedom—of freedom, that is, not parasitic on others’
subordination. Freedom, Lorde suggests, is more than choosing from options
offered by White imperial patriarchy. Freedom is abolition of White impe-
rial patriarchy.

“Equal Opportunity” thus emerges—alongside “Grenada Revisited”—as
a call to Black U.S. women (and men) to lock arms with colonized women
(and men) of color in a struggle against U.S. empire. This will require Black
U.S. citizens to refuse the opportunities offered by that empire—such as the
economic livelihood and professional distinction offered by military service.
The rewards of such refusal, however, are keener political self-recognition
and greater moral integrity. Black U.S. citizens have politically more in com-
mon with U.S. imperial subjects than they do with U.S. imperial masters.
Both Black U.S. citizens and U.S. imperial subjects live largely at the mercy
of White racism, whose overt expression waxes and wanes according to the
ruling class’s convenience. The promise of real freedom and opportunity lies
only in the contestation of that racism in both domestic and foreign policy.
“Equal Opportunity” seeks to connect the “domestic” and the “foreign” in the
minds of its Black U.S. readers. What Lorde wrote of African American poli-
tics in relation to South Africa applies equally to Grenada and to Black strug-
gles across the globe: “The connections have not been made, and they must
be if African-Americans are to articulate our power in the struggle against a
worldwide escalation of forces aligned against people of Color the world
over: institutionalized racism grown more and more aggressive in the service
of shrinking profit-oriented economies.”78
“We Have a Fascist Foreign Policy”: Anti-Imperial Consciousness, Political Responsibility, and Transnational Solidarity

If the connections had not been (sufficiently) made between racial domination at home and racial domination abroad, then Lorde’s self-appointed role was to help her audiences make them. “Grenada Revisited” did so primarily in a didactic mode—making factual claims about the nature of the invasion and reflecting upon their significance. “Equal Opportunity” made the connections in a poetic mode—provoking identifications between the “american deputy assistant secretary of defense” and an audience made up primarily (though not exclusively) of Brown and Black women. In that poetic character, Lorde’s audience could see themselves, could see their own longings for upward mobility, as well as the costs such longings entail. This in turn forced them to ask themselves whether they suffered the same “blindness” as the “american deputy assistant secretary of defense,” whether they felt greater solidarity with the women of Grenada, or with U.S. troops, and if the latter, why? “Equal Opportunity” draws the reader into what Lorde calls the “circular happening” of poetry—the dialogical movement between reader and text wherein the text touches the reader, causing her to put more questions to the text, starting the circle over.79 By setting readers up to be emotionally affected by a representation of imperial events beyond U.S. borders, Lorde sought to loosen patriotism’s hold and cultivate anti-imperial consciousness.

Lorde’s anti-imperial consciousness had two main components. The first was her acknowledgment of her own formal civic complicity in U.S. empire and her acceptance of political responsibility. As she wrote in “Apartheid U.S.A.” (1985), “We are Black Lesbians and Gays, fighting many battles for survival. We are also citizens of the most powerful country in the world, a country which stands upon the wrong side of every liberation struggle on earth.”80 Neither blackness nor lesbianism absolved her of the burdens of U.S. citizenship, including co-responsibility for U.S. empire. This is not to say that Lorde saw herself as co-equally responsible with those who voted for Reagan and cheered the invasion. Viewed in its entirety, her critique suggests that the more political power one has, the more answerable one is for U.S. imperialism. At the same time, Lorde did not think the diminished civic power she suffered as a result of Black lesbian marginalization was equivalent to nonexistent civic power; consequently, she held herself politically accountable. “[W]e have a fascist foreign policy,” Lorde wrote in the margin of one of her drafts of “Grenada Revisited,” registering her own complicity in the national “we.”81
The second component of Lorde’s anti-imperial consciousness is transnational solidarity with women (and men) of color everywhere. We see this not only in the expressed content of “Grenada Revisited” and “Equal Opportunity,” but also in the way these pieces were set within a period of Lorde’s life when she protested South African apartheid and worked to make the “international community of people of Color” conscious of itself as a public. One year after “Equal Opportunity” first appeared in the May/June 1984 issue of *The Black Scholar*, Lorde publicly read the poem at an event sponsored by Sisters in Solidarity against Apartheid at the University of California, Berkeley. Taking place on May 14, 1985—one day after the Philadelphia police bombed the headquarters of the Black liberation group MOVE, killing eleven, including five children—the event honored the unique struggles and sufferings of South African women and rallied support for U.S. divestment. Before reading the poem, Lorde reflected on the ways anti-Black racism similarly fueled the Grenada invasion, South African apartheid, and the MOVE bombing: “We need to know always that we cannot deal with one oppression. We cannot deal with one horror in isolation. A house was bombed in Philadelphia. Men, women, and children killed. Sixty houses burned to the ground. Three hundred people, black, displaced in Philadelphia. Soweto, U.S.A.” Lorde moves fluidly between recounting the MOVE casualties, analogizing Philadelphia to Soweto, and reading a poem on African American complicity in the Grenada invasion. She models a connection-making consciousness she hopes her audience will emulate. This consciousness brings into sharp relief the common problems faced by Black people in Philadelphia, Soweto, and Grenville, while challenging our modern tendency to give national identity ethically disproportionate weight. Lorde brings into view the question of whether Black U.S. fates are more linked to those of Black Grenadians and Black South Africans than they are to White Americans. While she does not hazard a definite answer, she provocatively suggests that the question is open.

The two sides of Lorde’s anti-imperial consciousness are in undeniable tension—forthright acceptance of political responsibility for the U.S. imperial regime, on the one hand, and solidarity with victims of Euro-American imperialism, on the other. Yet Lorde’s quest was to resolve this tension by helping cultivate a U.S. anti-imperial constituency that could challenge the empire from within. Such a constituency would accept the power they hold within U.S. political life and put it in the service of transnational solidarities that everyone should feel (even White citizens who—though they cannot identify racially with most victims of imperialism—should nevertheless feel basic human solidarity with them). Anti-imperial responsibility becomes the task of putting national membership into reflective and practical equilibrium with transnational solidarity. Achieving such equilibrium is inordinately
difficult, requiring far-reaching political inquiry, broad moral imagination, discriminating judgment, and the willingness to engage in collective action. Modeling these qualities of mind, Lorde’s critique of the Grenada invasion powerfully exemplifies anti-imperial intellectual work—bequeathed to us as a resource for struggle in our own time.
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